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What is

Bitcoin?
Bitcoin is the very first cryptocurrency
and blockchain technology
introduced to the world. 

Satoshi Nakamoto is behind the
creation of Bitcoin technology. 

It’s currently one of the popular
cryptocurrencies on the market. 



Bitcoin is a virtual currency that does not have any physical
form.       

The currency does not use any central banking system, neither
it’s regulated via the government.         

Anyone can send or receive Bitcoin without any official
documentation required, unlike typical fiat money where users
need to show proper documentation to have a bank account.           

The value of Bitcoin varies based on the demand.

How Is Bitcoin Different from Fiat

Currencies?



Characteristics

of Bitcoin 

Decentralization

Immutable

Fast

Transparent

Value Depends on demand



Decentralization
Bitcoin is fully decentralized, which
means it does not have any
centralized authority to control or
manipulate the network. 

This ensures that no vulnerabilities
or corruptions are happening
within the network. 



Transparent
Everything on Bitcoin is
transparent to the users as it’s
public blockchain technology. 

It uses a ledger system that all the
users can see and maintain. Users
can see the sender’s and receiver’s
address, amount, time, etc. 



Fast Compared to traditional banking
systems, Bitcoin is a lot faster.
Bitcoin can process a transaction
within 10 minutes, whereas it can
take up to 6 days to process a
transaction in traditional banking. 

However, the transaction rate may
vary based on the user traffic on
the platform. 



Immutable Everything on Bitcoin technology is
immutable. 

This means any type of action
happening on the platform can’t
be reversed once it’s executed. 

Thus, no one can change or delete
any transaction history. 



Value Depends

on Demand Bitcoin does not have any fixed
value. The value of the native
currency of this platform varies
based on the demand of the coin. 

That’s why Bitcoin is one of the
most highly volatile
cryptocurrencies. 
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Bitcoin uses blockchain technology to function and
offer all of its features to the users.         

Basically, it uses a shared public ledger system that
documents every single transaction happening
within the network.           

This helps to maintain the balances of every user
and helps to prevent any double-spending. 

How Does Bitcoin Work?



Bitcoin transactions are merely transfers of value within
blockchain wallets.        

In the network, users are given two keys - public and private.         

The private key is used to sign or authorize transactions
within the network. The public key is used to encrypt or
receive transactions.           

Users can share the public key with others but need to safely
store their private key without sharing it with other parties. 

Transactions



The processing of transactions depends heavily on
the consensus protocol of Bitcoin technology.         

Bitcoin uses the Proof-of-Work consensus protocol to
process and verify all of the transactions.          

Consensus protocols help users to come to an
agreement on the validity of a transaction in a safe
and secured way. 

Processing of Transactions



Typically, once a user initiates a transaction, it
packets the transaction within a block containing
information regarding the transaction.           

Then the transaction is broadcasted to all the nodes
within the network, and the nodes use Proof-of-work
to verify the transaction.            

verification, the transaction is added to the ledger
and executed. 

Processing of Transactions



Mining is actually the proof-of-work mechanism
within the Bitcoin network. It’s a process of adding
new transactions to the ledger.             

Here, miners take part in solving complex
mathematical problems to verify the transaction and
process it.          

Unfortunately, mining is a power-hungry mechanism,
which is not an eco-friendly solution for blockchain
technology. 

Working of Bitcoin Mining



What Are the

Advantages? No Third-Party Involvement 

Can’t Track the Users 

Low Transaction Costs 

No Charge-backs

Can’t Be Stolen 



No Third-Party

Involvement There are no third parties within the
Bitcoin network as the users are
responsible for maintaining the
ledger. 

Thus, it’s a fair environment where
users have full control over their data
and funds. It’s also free from the
influence of governments. 



Can’t Track the

Users Users don’t publicly announce their
wallet addresses here; thus, it’s
impossible to trace a wallet address
to a user. 

Also, it’s easy to generate new
addresses every time someone
makes a transaction making it
impossible to track down. 



Low Transaction

Costs Sending Bitcoins on the network
requires very little fees compared to
typical banking systems. 

However, the pricing may vary based
on the difficulty of processing a
transaction in a given time.  



No Chargebacks
After a Bitcoin is sent to someone, no
one can reverse or charge back the
Bitcoin. The ownership of the sent
Bitcoins will change to the receiver,
and even the sender can’t revert it
back. 

It eliminates the risk of sending or
receiving payment on the platform.



Can’t Be Stolen
Only the owner of Bitcoin can
change their addresses. Without the
private key, no one can steal Bitcoin
from the users. 

However, if the users compromise
their private keys, then third parties
can steal the Bitcoins from their
wallets. 



Learn More About Bitcoin Technology

Getting Started with Bitcoin
Technology

https://academy.101blockchains.com/c

ourses/getting-started-with-bitcoin-

technology

https://academy.101blockchains.com/courses/getting-started-with-bitcoin-technology


101 Blockchains Certifications

Certified Enterprise
Blockchain Professional 

Certified Enterprise
Blockchain Architect 

Certified Blockchain 
Security Expert 

https://academy.101blockchains.com/cour

ses/certified-enterprise-blockchain-

architect

https://academy.101blockchains.com/cours

es/certified-blockchain-security-expert

https://academy.101blockchains.com/

courses/blockchain-expert-

certification

https://academy.101blockchains.com/courses/certified-enterprise-blockchain-architect
https://academy.101blockchains.com/courses/certified-blockchain-security-expert
https://academy.101blockchains.com/courses/blockchain-expert-certification


Why You Must Go With 101 Blockchains

Certification Courses? 

High-Quality Research Information

First-class Training Content 
 

Interactive Exercises

Flexible Learning Using Modular
Approach

Access to Bonus Training Materials 

Various Training Strategies for Faster
Learning 

Tangible Proof of Course Completion 

Weekly Hands-on Assignments

Professional Instructors

Premium Support  



Free Resources
Enterprise Blockchains Fundamentals - Free Course

Blockchain Webinars 

Blockchain Conferences 

Access Free Resources Now!

Blockchain Glossary

Blockchain Flash Cards

Blockchain Presentations

Blockchain Infographics 

https://academy.101blockchains.com/courses/enterprise-blockchains-fundamentals
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-webinars/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-webinars/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-conferences/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-conferences/
https://101blockchains.com/free-blockchain-resources/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-definitions/
https://101blockchains.com/flash-cards/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-presentations/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-infographics/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-infographics/


Trusted By 30,000+ Professionals!

Read real stories on Trustpilot and G2Crowd.

500+ reviews



The presentation is not intended to provide any investment advice and should not be
taken as such. Claims made in this webinar do not constitute investment advice and
should not be taken as such. Do your own research!

While the information contained in this document and presentation has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, 101 Blockchains disclaims all
warranties as to the completeness or accuracy. 

Although 101 Blockchains research and training may address business, financial,
investment and legal issues, 101 Blockchains does not provide any business, financial,
legal or investment advice and this training should not be construed or used as such. 

101 Blockchains shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who
relies on this presentation.

Disclaimer
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